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Introduction

he hyperfine structure in the spectrum of Neon-21 was investigated for
1 the first time by Koch & Rasmussen1) more than ten years ago. In this 

investigation some of the hfs components of Ne21 were masked by partially 
unseparated Ne20. Nevertheless, it was still possible to obtain the following 
results: the nuclear spin of Ne21 is 3/2 (possibly greater) and the nuclear 
magnetic moment is negative. In recent years, both these observations have 
been confirmed by the use of modern experimental methods; thus, Hubbs 
& Gbosof2) have established with certainty that I = 3/2, and Ramsay et al.3) 
have determined the value of fi = —0.66176 n.m.

In 1955, K. Clusius, Zurich, kindly has sent one of us (E.R.) a very 
highly enriched Ne21 sample (about 1 c.c. at atm. pressure). The spectro
scopical investigation of the hfs of Ne21 was resumed soon after the receipt 
of this generous gift in which the Ne21 concentration had been enriched 
(from 0.3 °/0 in natural Neon) to very nearly 99 °/0 pure by repeated thermal 
diffusion. The renewed optical investigation led to a determination of the 
hfs splitting in a number of terms of the Ne21 arc spectrum. In the case of 
the 2s5 term (Paschen notation), a precise determination of the hfs splitting 
has recently been obtained by Rabi et al.4) working with an atomic beam 
resonance method.

In many respects our spectroscopical procedure was much the same as 
that previously used, and it is given in detail, for example, in the descrip
tion of some investigations on separated Krypton isotopes5). However, 
certain experimental modifications were necessary, partly because the Neon 
was provided in the gaseous state (Kr had been collected in Aluminium), 
and partly because of the large Doppler width of the spectral lines (twice 
that of Kr) in combination with the rather narrow splittings (one third those 
of Kr) — line broadening had now in fact become the limiting experimental 
factor.

1*
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Experimental Modifications

Using the apparatus sketched in Fig. 1, the Ne21 gas was transferred to 
a number of “seeds”, i.e., closed glass tubes about 0.5 x 1 mm in diameter 
and a few centimetres long. Furthermore, the discharge tube was given

£ u.b-oLLvlcLe ct 
later to 
-form seeds

the modified shape shown in Fig. 2. Hereby it was possible to make use of 
a technique, developed many years ago6>, which consists in breaking open 
one or more seeds inside the sealed-oil' discharge tube.

Helium from Canada (free from Ne) was used as a carrier gas, and in 
order to reduce the broadening of the Ne21 lines, the Helium pressure was 
kept lower than usual (2—3 mm Hg instead of 10), although this inevitably 
shortens the life of a discharge tube. The pressure of Ne21 was estimated 
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at 0.1 nun Hg for each seed that was liberated. Up to three or four seeds 
were liberated consecutively during the life span of each discharge tube.

In an attempt to reduce the temperature of the liquid air used for cooling 
the discharge, the Dewar containing the cooling medium was closed with 
a large rubber stopper (penetrated by the U-shaped part of the discharge 
tube) and, during exposure, the pressure above the cooling medium was kept 
down at 15—20 mm Hg by means of continuous mechanical pumping via 
a 1/2 inch exhaust pipe. On starting the pump, the liquid air would bubble 
violently for a short time, no doubt while its nitrogen content was boiling off,

5" czr>

Fig. 2. Discharge tube.

but soon the remaining liquid (oxygen) became perfectly calm—presumably 
at a temperature of 60—65° K. A 3/4 inch steel ball resting on the top of a 
1/2 inch bore through the rubber stopper constituted a combined refilling 
device and safety valve.

The Joule heat evolved in the He-Ne-gas was kept as low as possible 
by reduction of the discharge current to a minimum (1—2 mA). Furthermore, 
the discharge in the thin-walled part of the tube, “A” in Fig. 2, was specto- 
graphed instead of that in the capillary part of the tube normally used. 
These modifications, in connection with the lowered temperature of the 
cooling medium, reduced the Doppler width sufficiently (20—40°/o) and 
made it just possible to resolve a number of the hfs components. This was 
only achieved, however, at the cost of a considerable loss in luminance.

The unavoidable reduction in the brightness of the discharge was 
compensated by a five- to ten-fold increase in the transmission of the Fabry- 
Perot interferometer. This was achieved by coating each quartz plate with 
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seven alternate layers of zinc sulphide and cryolite—instead of the silver 
layer normally used. Moreover, the resolving power of these multilayers 
was perfectly adequate in the whole of the spectral region (yellow-orange) 
that was investigated.

Finally, a new etalon spacer of optimum thickness (40 nun) was produced 
with a tolerance far better than 1 mil.

Measurement of Line Structure Intervals

The spectroscopically resolved hyperfine structure (hfs) of seven Ne21 
spectral lines was measured. All the measured lines represent Is—2p com
binations, and their wavelengths are given in Table 1. Each measurable 
interval in the structure of these seven lines was determined 5—15 times, 
using the best out of 83 exposures.

Table 1.

Wavelength 
Å. Transition

5852 ls2-2px
5881 ls5-2p2
6030 ls4—2p2
6074 ls4-2p3
6266 ls3-2p5
6598 1 s2 2 P2
6717 1 s2—2p6

A plate showing three of the investigated spectral lines is reproduced 
on page 7.

The mean values of all the measured line intervals are collected in 
Table 2, and given there in units of IO-3 cm-1. These values are believed 
to be correct to within 1—2 units. The sequence of the intervals given in 
the last column of Table 2 is in accordance with the increasing energy of 
the hfs components; in an interferogram (Plate 1, page 7), this corresponds 
to moving through a single order away from the centre of the photographic 
plate. In Table 2, the J-value of each term is noted directly below the term 
symbol in question.

At the bottom of Figs. 3—7, the hfs patterns of five of the measured 
spectral lines are shown. The height of each line pattern component is drawn
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Plate 1. An interferogram of Neon-21. V: 6030 Ä. II: 6074 Å III: 6266 Ä. 6—7 orders are to 
be seen on each side.

Table 2.

Ne21 spectrum
Lower 
term

Upper 
term

Total line splitting 
x 10“3 cm-1

Measured intervals 
x 10“ 3 cm-1

Line I..........................
ls2 -2Pi 82 25 57

J = 1 0

11 1«4 ~2p3 66 27 39
J = 1 0

,, III......................
1 s3 -2p6 62 37 25

0 J = 1

IV.....................
ls2 — 2p2 88 27 61

J = 1 1

V
ls4 -2p2 71 29 42

J - 1 1

„ VI .....................
1S5 -2p2 76 12 24 40

J = 2 1

,, Vll ..................
1 s2 -2ps

89 54 35
J - 1 J = 1
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proportional to its calculated intensity, and the mean value of each interval 
that could be measured is given below the corresponding line pattern. 
v stands for the wave number which, of course, is proporional to the energy.

Determination of Term Component Separations

In the case of the spectral lines I, II, and III (Table 2), the line splittings 
are directly equal to the splittings of the terms l.s2, 1 ,s4, and 2p5, respectively, 
because in each case the combining term has J = 0. In Figs. 3 and 4, the 
respective term diagrams of the two lines, 1 (5852 Å) and III (6266 Å), are

Ne21 5852 Å

25 57
Fig. 3. Spectral line I.

given above the line patterns. In each term diagram the F-values are given 
directly to the right of the term components, and the separations are noted 
—also to the right—in between the hfs term components in question.

The term component separations that have been determined are noted in 
the third column of Table 3 (in units of 10_3cm_1). A separation is given 
there as positive, when the upper (i.e. more energetic) hfs component has 
the higher F-value.
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In Table 2 a comparison between the lines 1 and IV on the one hand, 
and II and V on the other, shows immediately that the splitting of the term 
2p2 is rather small. The separations between the 2p2 components can be 
estimated, for example, from the measured intervals of line V (6030 A), 
by the following “trial and error’’ procedure (see Fig. 5). Assume the separa
tions between the 1 s4 components (already found from line II) to be correct, 
assign arbitrary separations to 2p2, construct the line structure pattern 
(bottom of Fig. 5) and determine the “centres of gravity’’ of the resulting 
groups of line components. The selected assignment of the 2p2 separations 
is that which results in intervals between the aforementioned centres of

Ne21 6266 Å

gravity (dotted lines in fig. 5), that turn out to be equal to the observed values, 
viz., 29 and 42 units.

Using the trial and error method just described, the hfs separations 
of 2p2 were evaluated at 6 and 4 units, respectively. The relative uncertainty 
of the ratio of these two separations, i.e. 6:4, is naturally rather great, but 
the uncertainty of the total splitting, 10 units, is fair — maybe 2O°/o. The 
result is included in Table 3. The opposite sign of the splitting of this term 
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as compared with the other terms is analogous to what has previously 
been found for isotopes of other noble gases5)7).

Adopting the estimated values for the 2jd2 separations and applying 
the trial and error method described above, the separations of the term

Ne21 6030 Â

6
4

27

39

I 29 I 42 I
Fig. 5. Spectral line V.

> V

ls5 have been found from the measured intervals of line VI (5881 Å). 
The result is shown in Fig. 6, and given in Table 3 along with the observed 
separations of the other four terms.

Finally, line VII (6717 Å) gives a check on the hfs separations of the

Table 3.

Term J-value Separations Total

1^2.......................... 1 — 57 -25 -82
1 «4.......................... 1 - 39 - 27 -66
2p8.......................... 1 - 37 - 25 -62
2p2.......................... 1 (+6) (+4) + 10
1 S5.......................... 2 -36 -20 -10 -66
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terms 1 .s2 and 2p5. The measured splittings of these two terms, as determined 
from lines I and 111, lead to the structure pattern of line VII shown at the 
bottom of Fig. 7. The resolution obtained spectroscopically permitted the 
measurement of the two intervals that are bounded by the two dotted lines

Ne2' 5881 Å

2p2
J=1

1
J=2

U2

312

6
4

512

10

20

36

1121 24 I 40 I
Fig. 6. Spectral line VI.

712

and the most energetic line component. By calculation from the previously 
determined splittings of ls2 and 2p5 the magnitude of these two intervals 
is found to be equal to 52.5 and 35.5 units (total: 88 units). The corres
ponding directly observed values, as noted in Table 2, are 54 and 35 units 
(total: 89 units), which constitutes a satisfactory agreement.

Theoretical Discussion

Assuming the following formula to be valid for the energy of an hfs
term component

Q
|c(C + l)-/(/ + l)J(J+l)

E = Eq + (7 —■ + 5 2/(2/- 1) J(2 J - 1)
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where C = F (F+1)—/ (/+ 1)—J (./+1 ), and using the value I = the 
interval factors (interaction constants) a and b in Table 4 have been com
puted (evaluated) from the hfs sparations given in Table 3. The a- and 
ô-values in 'fable 4 should be experimentally correct to within 0.5—1 unit 
of IO-3 cm-1.

The graphically evaluated a and b constant for the term 1 ,s5 (see Fig. 8)

Ne2' 6717 Å

Fig. 7. Spectral line VII.

Fig. 8. Graphical evaluation of a 
and b from the following observed 
hfs separations of 1 ss : 36 units (X), 
20 units (Y), and 10 units (Z). 
The width of the graphical lines 
(X, Y, and Z) indicates the ex
tent of the estimated experimental 

error.

may be used to re-calculate a set of mathematically consistent values for the 
hfs separations of this term. This procedure yields the separations 35, 20, 
and 10 in the optical units, or in Mc/sec: 1050, 600, and 300, which compares 
well with the high-precision values 1034.48, 599.44, and 303.93, measured 
by (irosof, Buck, Lichten, and Rabi. These latter values correspond to 
a(ls5) =-8.93 and 6(ls5) = —3.72 in units of 10-3 cm-1.
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An analysis of the hfs separations may be performed in analogy to that 
of the Xe-b and Kr-spectra5>. The most reliable determination of the nuclear 
quadrupole moment is obtained from the interval factors of the ls5 term, 
which may be regarded as a rather pure configuration consisting of a 3s 
electron plus the ion in a 2I)3/2 state, corresponding to a “hole” of the p3/2 
type. Only the hole contributes to the quadrupole coupling. The determina
tion of Q involves an estimate of r3 for the hole (cf., e.g., expressions 
(7) and (8) in ref. 7>), and this can be obtained either from the fine structure 
separation Zl of the ion (cf., e.g., expression (9) in ref. 7)) or from the mag
netic coupling between the hole and the nucleus. The latter procedure, 
employed in ref. 4), involves as a first step an estimate of the magnetic

Table 4.

Term a b

ls2. . -21 -3
1 s4 . . - 16 + 1
1 s5 . . - 9 -4

+ 2.5 (0) 
+ 12ps- • -15

coupling of the s-electron, which, from the Fermi-Segré formula, is found 
to be n(s) = -8.1. Now, since o(ls5) = | a(s) + | "(P3/2)’ one finds o(/J3/2) 
= —9.2 as the interval factor value for the ion. This in turn leads to rzo3r~3

12.4 (cf., e.g., equation 13 in ref. 7>). Using this value, Grosof et al.4) 
found Q = +0.093, with an estimated error of 10 °/0 due to the uncertainty 
in r“3. Moreover, the Sternheimer correction arising from polarization 
effects has been neglected. On the basis of the empirical fine structure separa
tion (zl = 782 cm-1) one obtains the alternative estimate ao3r-3 = 11-2, if 
one assumes an effective nuclear charge of Z.z = Z —2 = 8. Within the estim
ated uncertainly the two values for r-3 are consistent.

For the terms 1 s2 and ls4, the wave functions can he written in the form

V’ ~ QÇ’Ci. D + i).

which represents a superposition of states with the hole in the p3/2 and 
P1/2 levels, while the outer electron is in the 3s level. The coefficients q and 
c2 can be computed from the atomic (/-factors as well as from the multiplet 
separations; these two determinations agree well and both give for the 1 s4 
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term the alternative possibilities (c4 = 0.77, c2 = 0.64) or (c4 = 0.34, c2 = 
0.94).

By means of the above-mentioned wave functions one can calculate 
the a- and ^-factors for the terms 1 s2 and 1 s4 on the basis of those belonging 
to the 1 s5 term, if one applies expressions given by Casimir8) (cf. also ref.7)). 
We first note that the sum of the interval factors for 1 .s2 and 1 ,s4 is independent 
of c4 and c2, and given by

u( 1 .s2) + a(l s4) = I a(s) + I a(P3/2) + i a(P1/2) 

b0 *2) + Z>(1 ,s4) = 1 b(P3/2) = | b(l ,s-5) ,

where a(P1/2) is the interval factor for the p1/2 hole. Assuming a(P1/2) = 
5 a(P3/2), holding for a non-relativistic p-electron, and using the above 
quoted values for a(s) and <z(P3/2), one finds a(l s2) + «(1 s4) = -37, which 
agrees well with the values in Table 4. Also the sum rule for the /^-factors 
is seen to be fulfilled.

In the non-relativistic case, the individual 6-factors involve the same 
combination of c4 and c2 as the (/-factors, and for 1 ,s2 and 1 ,s4 one then has 
the following relation:

b = -3(</-4) b(ls5).

Using «/(I.s-2) = 1.034 and <7(1 s4) = 1.464, and ö(ls5) = —3.7, one obtains 
fr(ls2) = —3.3 and ö(ls4)= +1.4 in good agreement with the optically de
termined values.

The «-factors differ in accordance with the alternative sets of c-coeffici- 
ents; both these c-sets (quoted above) can be derived from the Zeeman 
effect and from the multiplet separation. The first c-set gives u(l,s2) = 22
and a(ls4) = —15, while the second c-set gives <i(l.s2) = —13 and a(ls4) = 
— 24. Thus, the magnetic hfs splitting (Table 4, column a) provides strong 
evidence in favour of the first set (c4 = 0.77, c2 = 0.64).

The p-terms have a more complex structure since, for the terms consider
ed, neither the ion nor the outer electron has a definite j.
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